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President’s Message
I find it hard to believe that it’s already
summer time. Our kids are out of school and
the weather is fantastic! I have found myself
doing yard work, just to get out and enjoy the
sunshine.
In spite of COVID-19’s attempts to suppress
the MINI spirit, we managed to get out for a
couple of drives.
The weekend that the Stay At Home
restrictions were eased, we took the Escape
From Exile drive to Limon, hosted by Rhonda Johnson. Later, we
had a cooperatively-hosted drive with SOCOM to Picnic at the
Castle.
As of this publication date, we have just wrapped up the Mini RushLess drive. This was a replacement for the annual Rush-More rally
hosted by MiniCOW.
Later this month, we have an epic road trip starting in Farmington,
NM and returning by way of Durango, the Million Dollar Highway
and Ouray as we hunt the elusive funnel cake. This will be hosted
by Jeremy Kuchera.
–Chris Hudson, President
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Kim Pirri, secretary@mini5280.org

Find us online!
Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280 Social Hub
Our national event: MINIS In the Mountains
Our northern sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
Our southern sister club: Southern
Colorado MINIs (SOCOM)
Colorado’s Classic Mini Club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

Welcome New Members! Let’s Motor!
Look for your new member packet in the mail this month!



Colton Franzoy
David Zuckerman




Jamie Pomana
Jay Buerger




Michelle Stoll
Ralph Choate



Troy Satterfield
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MINI5280 4th Annual Design Contest
Winner, Winner, Chicken Dinner!
Congratulations to Kimberly and Taylor Krug for submitting the winning t-shirt design!

Kimberly and Taylor have each won a t-shirt of their design. The design is in production at
this time. Watch your email and MINI5280 Social Hub for the announcement when the t-shirts
are ready for ordering!
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Thank You to All the Designers!
Your design concepts were fantastic! Voting was close!
Designer: Nadine Mapes

Designer: Melissa Benson
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Designer: Carl Johnson

Designer: Carl Johnson
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Designer: Rhonda Johnson
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Designer: Rhonda Johnson

Membership Info
Visit MINI5280.org at the following links to check your membership status and to find out how to renew.
Remember, your $40 family membership supports the club’s ability to provide food and drink at meetings and
annual events, tagging cards, member name badges, and to support our biennial national event, MINIs in the
Mountains.
General Membership Info

Renewing Your Membership
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To Check Your Expiration Date
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Picnic at the Castle!
Article & Photos: Chris Hudson
May 9, 2020 – Eight o’clock found us standing in the sunshine as we collected ourselves for the first leg of the
drive. As this was a cooperative drive between MINI5280 and SOCOM, the first leg of the trip was getting to
the starting point. The five of us planned to meet in the Target parking lot at the intersection of Arapahoe and
Parker. I, ever the overachiever showed up at 7:30 to get gas, coffee, and to greet the new arrivals.
Getting there early afforded me time to people-watch and prepare for any last-minute changes. Peoplewatching, I found, was a bit of a forgotten pastime of mine. I was having a hard time shifting from the Stay-AtHome order to Safer at Home order and used this trip as my personal excuse to get out of the house. Before
the other drivers arrived, I watched the first of the Target customers be allowed into the store with their
adjusted schedule hours.
Donning masks and keeping our distance, we gathered tentatively in the morning sun. Introductions were
offered as we had newcomers and guests along with our veteran drivers.
As the top of the hour approached, we started down Parker Road, aka Highway 83. The sun burned off the
early morning cloud cover and afforded us a great view of Pikes Peak as we approached the north end of
Colorado Springs. Within a few minutes of our arrival, the SOCOM club joined us, bringing a pair of classic
Minis.
We all gathered around to check out the new cars, see old friends, and new modifications. Both clubs brought
new members and prospects who all picked up the vibe of nervous energy, or maybe it was the brisk wind.
Many of us dove back into our cars for hoodies or just huddled in the shelter of our cars. After our driver
meeting, we leapt on Interstate 25 and headed south to Highway 115.
After braving the interstate traffic and a dozen stoplights, we regrouped along the highway. A representative
from the Classics reminded us that their cars need a little extra time to get up to speed but once there, they
can hold their own. We moved around the lineup of cars to accommodate and set off again. Soon we found
ourselves in the rhythm of the classic Minis. We accelerated on the downhill, giving the Classics the
momentum they needed for the inevitable hill climb. Many of us were amazed at the demonstration of the
cornering ability we all love and that plucky spirit of the originals.
Our first gas stop was in Florence. The vacant lot next to the Alta gas station allowed us to show off the cars
and seemed to spark an impromptu car show as the locals brought around their own cars to check out the row
of MINIs and Minis. After a brief stretch of the legs, we piled back into our cars and angled out of town on
Highway 67.
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The inclines took their toll on the Classics as
most of this section is a hill climb. Regardless,
there was still fun to be had in the tight corners
and switchbacks of Hardscrabble Creek
Canyon. This was really evident when one of
the Classics crested the hill and opened up to
tear up the downhill, only to have to come to
the stop at McKenzie Junction, nearly passing
the drive leader.
We turned onto Highway 165 for the final leg.
Greenhorn Highway was entirely empty of
civilian traffic, which afforded us with the
opportunity to stretch out the cars and let the
roller coaster action of the Classics unfold.
Accelerating on the downhills and wrapping up
the engines on the climbs, I found the Minis
catching up with me more than I expected. We
climbed through the switchbacks and chicanes
of the Bigelow Divide. By the time we reached
the hairpin turn over Middle Creek, we were in
the swing of things. It was almost a shame that
we reached our destination so soon.
Bishop Castle loomed over us from the
roadside parking. Many had never been and
were amazed that this was the work of one
man. We talked about the fire that had
consumed the gift shop only last March. We
found that they had added a snack booth as
they were already setting the foundation of a
new building.
After climbing and exploring some had worked
up their appetites for a picnic. Some of us had
taken advantage of the snack shack. I was
surprised to learn that not many people knew
what a Frito pie is; it’s Fritos with chili and
nacho cheese. Nonetheless, we all were ready
to drive on to the lunch spot.
Some had left early to take Highway 78 through
Beulah Valley, but most optioned to drive back
the way we came. Retracing our route on the
downhill allowed the modern MINIs the
opportunity to open up and we soon found
ourselves back in Florence at the city park.
Finally warming up, we took off our hoodies and
spread out blankets. We ate and watched the
bumblebees in the clover. Afterwards, we said
our goodbyes and split up, some for Colorado
Springs, some to Denver by Highway 83 and
some by I-25.
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Poudre Canyon
Photos: Rhonda Johnson
May 9, 2020 – A short family adventure for Rhonda, Erin, Jeff, Debbie, and David, since they weren’t able to
trek to Bishop’s Castle.

Did you know that MINI5280 is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization? That
means that all the funds the club takes in are used to support club
insurance, website, events, and activities! If you’d like to support the club
further, consider making a tax deductible donation to MINI5280 to help with
club expenses, including the upcoming 2021 MINIs in the Mountains!
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Scouting a MINI Run…
Article & Photos: Rhonda Johnson
May 16, 2020 – When I get an idea for a MINI run, there's usually a lot of preparation that goes into it.
Sometimes when it's a drive I've done before, those are fairly easy, because we know the bathroom stops and
we know the turns. But when it's a new road, it's a little different. I like to drive the road ahead of time so I can
figure out where the best bathrooms are. We don't want 20 (or even 10) people having to wait in line for a onestall bathroom. If there's no other option, then that's what we've got, but I try not to do that. Bathroom breaks
always add about 20-30 minutes on to every run, and if it's a one-staller, then it's always the high side of that
time. We also have to allow for a break every two-ish hours.
Another consideration is where are we going to stop for lunch? Are we somewhere close to a restaurant? Are
we going to do a picnic lunch? If we are outside, will the weather be good? Will we need a pavilion in case it
rains, or is the weather this time of year predictable enough for outdoor tables?
On Saturday, May 16th, Michelle Fending and I scouted a road I've had my eye on for a couple of years for a
Countryman Run. We took off at 8 AM. We packed a lot of goodies for our lunch because I knew we were not
going to be anywhere near civilization for a while. I had a place in mind that I found on the map that could be a
great lunch spot, so that was the plan. We had our coffee in hand and set out to explore.
The road was beautiful. The trees were pretty, there were a lot of interesting rock formations, and the views
were stunning. The dirt road was bumpy in places with some washboards, and a few areas of pretty big
washboards. But overall we enjoyed the main road. We passed a lot of trailheads with bathrooms, but we
didn't stop. We knew they were closed because of the virus, and we were fine anyway, only being on the road
for about an hour and half so far. I made a mental note that in the future we could use these if we needed
to. We pressed on to get to the picnic spot. No problem....

We started getting antsy a little bit, ready for the bathroom break at the picnic spot. Michelle and I were on the
radios discussing how much further ahead we thought it might be. My GPS had long been offline since we
were out in the wild. We were trying to guess when I saw another photo op. Michelle got out of the car and
said the last area of washboards had pushed her over the edge and she had to go now. She said she couldn't
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wait and traipsed off into the woods. I was in the woods right after she returned. Not exactly the bathroom
break I had in mind for the MINI run...

We took some cool photos after going up on three wheels to reach a special spot for pictures, and then we
were off again. My GPS came back online but it showed a lot of different roads highlighted, so we were pretty
much driving on a whim now. We came upon a fork in the road. I pulled over and went to Michelle's MINI to
discuss which way to go. We decided to take the fork and see if that was the correct way to the picnic spot. IT
WAS!! But... it was closed.
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I remembered on my original route I had us turning back the way we came and then down a different road to
continue on our way, but when we got to the picnic general location, the road continued. I told Michelle I
wanted to explore that way. The road was so much prettier than I expected and it had gorgeous views. I told
Michelle when we found a good view, I'd pull over and we could have our lunch. We eventually pulled over to
an entrance to a camp (that was closed), sat there and talked a bit. People driving by looked at us and
seemed concerned, but kept driving by. I told Michelle I wanted to keep heading on this road since we were
out exploring... why not? We packed up our lunch and headed out again.
The unscheduled road was so cool. I'm so glad we decided to press on. The views on this road were so
beautiful. I think the second part of our trip was prettier than the first! We had no idea where we were, but we
were enjoying it. When we would stop to take a photo, we would look down and see a town and try to guess
which one it was. We were wrong too. The road ended in a completely different place then what we
thought. And it was perfect! I can't wait to take you all on this run. It's going to be a great one!

Upcoming Events
Learn more about upcoming events at the Calendar on MINI5280.org and on the Events tab on the MINI5280
Social Hub. Check back often because drives are regularly added! Popup drives are great for combating
social distancing boredom. You, too, can post a drive! Friendly Reminder: Check your Notification settings!
Turn on “All Notifications” to make sure you don’t miss out on anything!





May 23, 2020 – MINI Rush-Less One Day Run w/ Mini-COW
June 13, 2020 – MAC Annual Funnel Cake Drive w/ MINIs on the Corners
July 2020 – Opening Day at Mt. Evans
2021 – MINIs in the Mountains
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Vendor Discounts
Click the image to link to Artistic Reflection’s website!

BUY ME! MINI5280 Badges & Stickers
Are your MINI5280 badges, stickers, and decals showing their age? Get new ones online at MINI5280’s
website! Prices include shipping! http://mini5280.org/store/
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MINI5280 Logo Merchandise on Zazzle!
MINI5280 is proud to announce that we’ve updated and upgraded our MINI5280 logo store! It’s now on Zazzle
and offers fabulous merchandise options, including: aluminum license plate frames, face coverings, a
bandana, drinkware, and more!
Visit the store here: https://www.zazzle.com/store/mini5280
Use Code DADGIFTS2020 to get 15% off sitewide!

IMPORTANT NOTE: All logos and graphics offered by the MINI5280 Zazzle store are the property of the
MINI5280 club and are intended for the personal use of purchasers. Please review the details of your selected
items prior to purchasing and understand the Zazzle 'Return Policy' (scroll to bottom of any page), as
MINI5280 is not responsible if you are not satisfied with products purchased from Zazzle
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